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INTRODUCTION

Gene excision is the basis of many 
applications. In the agrobusiness 
and other fields, such as metabolic 
engineering or protein production, 
deletion of foreign sequences from 
engineered genomes is becoming more 
and more of an issue (1). Furthermore, 
one can envision therapeutic applica-
tions, such as excision of an integrated 
virus in humans. Currently, gene 
excision can be achieved either by 
site-specific recombination, mediated 
by Cre/Lox or analogous systems (2), 
or by meganuclease-induced recom-
bination, also known as double-strand 
break (DSB)-induced homologous 
recombination (HR). 

Meganucleases are sequence-
specific endonucleases recognizing 
large (>12 bp) DNA target sites. 
Because of this specificity, meganu-
cleases can cleave a unique chromo-
somal sequence without affecting 
global genome integrity. Early 
studies of the I-SceI and HO homing 
endonucleases have illustrated how 
the cleavage activity of these proteins 
initiates HR events (3–5). Along with 
other approaches (6), these studies 

demonstrated the recombinogenic 
properties of DNA DSBs, providing a 
paradigm for DSB repair studies (4), 
and paving the way for novel methods 
of genome engineering. 

DSBs can be repaired by two major 
pathways (7), HR and nonhomologous 
end joining (NHEJ). HR can in turn be 
separated in two processes: (i) gene 
conversion, which can be associated 
with crossover; and (ii) single strand 
annealing (SSA). SSA can occur 
between tandem repeats when the DSB 
arises between or within the repeats. 
Seminal studies in mammalian cells 
(8,9), Xenopus oocytes (10), and yeast 
cells (11,12) have deciphered the key 
steps of the process, as described in 
Figure 1, that results in the deletion 
of one repeat, together with the inter-
vening sequences. Such deletions can 
also result from crossover-associated 
gene conversion, but, in the case of 
DSB-induced HR, only when the break 
occurs within one of the repeats (for 
the detailed mechanism, see Reference 
7). This study focuses essentially on 
recombination events initiated by DSB 
between direct repeats and, thus, bona 
fide SSA events. 

Several laboratories have studied 
the impact of various parameters 
on direct repeat recombination. In 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, DSB-
induced HR of chromosomal repeats 
by SSA was investigated in detail 
(11–13). However, S. cerevisiae has 
unique features, such as exceptionally 
efficient homologous repair and a very 
low content of repeated sequences. 
Thus, the general features of the SSA 
process are likely to be different in 
higher eukaryotic cells, which contain 
large amounts of repeated sequence 
and have a different hierarchy of 
DSB repair pathways. A few mecha-
nistic studies have been performed in 
mammalian cells with transfection of 
circular or in vitro-cleaved molecules 
(8,14,15). Additionally, DSB-induced 
HR between direct repeats was 
proven to be efficient in bacteria (16), 
mammalian cells (17,18), plants (19), 
and insects (20), however, a systematic 
survey of the basic parameters has not 
been performed in mammalian cells. 
Since technological applications of 
gene excision in higher eukaryotes has 
become of great interest, it remains 
essential to determine the impact of 
basic parameters on the SSA process in 
a system where the DSB is generated 
within the cell.

In this report, we have investigated 
the impact of three essential parameters 
on SSA efficiency in mammalian cells: 
(i) repeat homology length; (ii) distance 
between repeats; and (iii) number and 
distribution of the cleavage sites. Our 
results demonstrate that DSB-induced 
HR between tandem repeats requires 
only 30 bp of homology. However, this 
efficiency decreases rapidly as the size 
of the intervening sequence increases. 
Finally, flanking the intervening 
sequence with two DSBs alleviates 
this inhibition, confirming current 
SSA models and providing an efficient 
method to delete large sequences. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plasmid Construction

Target vectors are based on the 
LagoZ gene driven by the human 
elongation factor 1-α (hEF1-α) gene 
promoter region (21), with a long 

Double-strand break (DSB)-induced homologous recombination (HR) of direct repeats is a 
powerful means to achieve gene excision, a critical step in genome engineering. In this report 
we have used an extrachromosomal reporter system to monitor the impact of different param-
eters on meganuclease-induced HR in CHO-K1 cells. We found that repeat homology length 
is critical. Virtually no HR could be detected with a 15-bp duplication, while, with repeats 
larger than 400 bp, recombination efficiency became less dependent on homology length. The 
presence of an intervening sequence between the duplications dramatically impairs HR, inde-
pendent of the cleavage position; by 3 kb of insertion, HR is virtually undetectable. Efficient 
HR can be restored by positioning cleavage sites at both ends of the intervening sequence, 
allowing a constant level of excision with up to 10 kb of intervening sequences. Using similar 
constructs, 2.8-kb inserts could be efficiently removed from several chromosomal loci, illus-
trating the wide potential of this technology. These results fit current models of direct repeat 
recombination and identify DSB-induced HR as a powerful tool for gene excision.
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as relative units normalized for protein 
concentration, incubation time, and 
transfection efficiency.

In Situ X-Gal Staining

CHO-K1 and CHO-K1 SSA 70 
and 220 cell monolayers were fixed in 
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were washed once with phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS). Cells were 
then lysed with 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 
150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton® X-100, 
and protease inhibitors for 30 min on 
ice, and β-gal activity was assayed. 
Optical density was measured at 415 
nm. The β-gal activity was calculated 

Figure 1. Direct repeat recombination by single-strand annealing (SSA). (1) Recombination is 
initiated by a double-strand break (DSB) between two repeats (gray boxes). Resection by a 5′ to 3′ 
exonuclease (2) results in two complementary single strands that can anneal (3). Noncomplementary 
intervening sequences form 3′ flaps that can be removed by specific endonucleases. Then, gaps are filled 
by DNA synthesis and ligation (4).

terminal repeat (LTR) poly(A) signal 
from the Moloney virus. An 18-bp I-
SceI site was cloned at the HindIII or 
EcoRV restriction sites, and various 
duplications of LagoZ (15, 30, 70, 120, 
220, 370, 570, 720, 1000, and 1200 bp) 
were generated by cloning of different 
LagoZ fragments upstream of the 
cleavage site. LagoZ vectors with inter-
vening sequences were constructed 
similarly. Intervening sequences 
(0.35, 0.75, 1, 2, 2.8, 7, and 10 kb) 
are derived from the human SNF2L 
cDNA or ApoA-I genomic sequence. 
Sequences are available upon request. 
All the target vectors contain a NeoR 

expression cassette.

Cell Culture and Transfections

A CHO-K1 cell line from ATCC 
(Manassas, VA, USA) was cultured in 
Ham’s F12K medium supplemented 
with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). 
For transient SSA assays, cells were 
seeded in 12-well plates at 13 × 103 
cells/well 1 day prior to transfection. 
Transfection was carried out the 
following day with 400 ng DNA using 
the Effectene® transfection kit (Qiagen, 
Hilden, Germany). Equimolar amounts 
of target LagoZ plasmid and either the 
EGFP-I-SceI N terminus-tagged protein 
expression vector or an enhanced green 
fluorescent protein (EGFP) control 
expression plasmid were used. The 
next day, medium was replaced, and the 
cells were incubated for another 72 h 
before the β-galactosidase (β-gal) assay 
was performed. Stably transformed cell 
lines were established after transfection 
of the CHO-K1 cell line with LagoZ 
vectors containing repeats of 70 and 
220 bp. Forty-eight hours later, the cells 
were trypsinized, and transferred to 10-
cm plates. G418 (400 µg/mL; GIBCO 
BRL, Gaithersburg, MD, USA) was 
added after 24 h. Fourteen days later, 
resistant clones were screened based on 
their ability to yield a detectable level 
of DSB-induced HR (typically half of 
the G418R clones).

β-Gal Activity Detection

The β-gal activity was measured 
in cell extracts with o-nitrophenyl-
β-d-galactopyrannoside (ONPG) as a 
substrate. CHO-K1 cell monolayers 
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0.5% glutaraldehyde in 100 mM PBS 
containing 1 mM MgCl2 at 4°C for 10 
min. After one wash with detergent 
solution (100 mM PBS, 1 mM MgCl2, 
0.02% Nonidet™ P-40), the cells 
were incubated at 37°C in 5-bromo-
4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-d-galactopyran-
oside (X-gal) staining solution [10 mM 
PBS, 1 mM MgCl2, 150 mM NaCl, 33 
mM K4Fe(CN)6, 33 mM K3Fe(CN)6, 
0.1% X-gal] until color development. 
Frequency of SSA recombination is 
calculated as the number of stained 
cells/number of I-SceI-expressing 
cells.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this report we describe the study 
of different basic parameters of DSB-
induced HR between direct repeats in 
CHO cells. This knowledge is increas-
ingly important due to the increased 
use of DSB-induced HR in different 
organisms and cell types in a growing 
number of laboratories.

Assay Description 

HR events are based on the pairing 
of homologous sequences, with the 
size (and exact degree of identity) of 
the homology directly impacting the 
efficiency of the process. In order to 
evaluate homology requirements for 
DSB-induced HR of direct repeats in 
mammalian cells, we designed a series 
of reporter plasmids with duplications 
of various sizes (Figure 2A). Our assay 
is based on monitoring intragenic 
recombination of the LagoZ reporter, 
induced by the I-SceI meganuclease, 
which has been used by many labora-

tories to induce cleavage and recom-
bination in living cells and organisms. 
LagoZ, a derivative of the bacterial 
LacZ gene, codes for a functional β-gal 
enzyme (22). The reporter plasmids 
contain an internal LagoZ duplication, 
surrounding an I-SceI cleavage site. As 
a consequence, the LagoZ open reading 
frame (ORF) is inactivated, but can be 
restored upon I-SceI-induced tandem 
repeat recombination. Restoration of 
LagoZ can be monitored by an ONPG 
dosage of the β-gal activity or by X-gal 
in situ staining of the cells and PCR. 

Homology Requirement for DSB-
Induced HR of Direct Repeats 

To examine the homology 
requirement, LagoZ constructs were 
cotransfected into CHO cells with 
either an I-SceI expression vector or a 
control vector, and β-gal activity was 
measured by a standard ONPG assay 
(Figure 2B). As shown previously, I-
SceI strongly stimulates tandem repeat 
recombination. Low levels of DSB-
induced HR are observed with only 15 
bp of homology and rapidly increase 
with the size of the duplication, up to 
70 bp. Additional increases in the size 
of homology result in a more moderate 
effect in the level of recombination and 
finally level out by 700 bp. In situ X-gal 
staining of transfected cells (Figure 2C) 
revealed that DSB-induced HR occurs 
in 50%–60% of the transfected cells 
(Table 1). In the absence of I-SceI, a 
low level of background recombination 
is observed (Figure 2B). X-gal staining 
of transfected cells showed that this 
level of recombination corresponds 
to <0.1% of the cells (Figure 2C and 
Table 1).

We also derived stably trans-
fected cell lines with the 70 and 220 
bp constructs. Forty-eight clones 
displaying detectable levels of DSB-
induced HR were characterized. 
Molecular characterization showed 
that multiple copies of the reporter 
constructs were inserted in the host 
genome (data not shown). In all 
transformed cell lines, the marker loci 
proved to be stable, since no sponta-
neous recombination could be observed 
(Figure 3A and Table 1). The calcu-
lation of the recombination efficiency 
revealed that up to 5% of the transfected 
cells displayed β-gal activity (Figure 
3A and Table 1). Although much lower 
than extrachromosomal recombination 
efficiency, this rate remains extremely 
significant. Recombination was also 
characterized at the molecular level 
by PCR in two cell lines. As shown in 
Figure 3B, the cellular expression of 
I-SceI results in the appearance of an 
additional fragment that is not detected 
in the absence of I-SceI. Sequencing 
of this PCR fragment demonstrates 
that it corresponds to the expected 
HR product (e.g., a functional LagoZ 
sequence) (data not shown). Small in-
frame deletions resulting from error-
prone nonhomologous repair could 
also, in some cases, produce functional 
β-gal genes. Such deletions would 
not appear as discrete PCR bands and 
would typically not be detectable. 
Thus, we cannot formally rule out the 
contribution of such events.

Thus, our results show that a 
chromosomal substrate containing 
70-bp tandem repeats is sufficient to 
promote high levels of meganuclease-
induced chromosomal recombination, 
and tripling this amount of homology 
(220 bp) has little if any effect on the 
recombination efficiency. Previous 
reports have shown that the efficiency 
of HR largely depends on the size of 
homology (11,12). These studies have 
been carried out on different organisms 
and different kinds of recombination 
events. However, major trends can 
be drawn: (i) below a given size of 
homology, called minimal efficient 
processing (MEPS), recombination 
is very low and (ii) above the MEPS, 
recombination efficiency is a linear 
function of homology. The MEPS was 
found to be 29 bp in Escherichia coli for 

Table 1. Frequency of β-Galactosidase+ Cellsa

+ I-SceI
(%)

- I-SceI

70-bp repeat Extrachromosomal 60 <0.1%

Chromosomalb 0.4–5.0 <10-6

220-bp repeat Extrachromosomal 50 <0.1%

Chromosomalb 0.5–3.5 <10-6

220-bp repeat
(2.8-kb insertion with 2 I-SceI sites)

Extrachromosomal 43 <0.1%

Chromosomalb 0.3–4 <10-6

aPer transfected cells.
bEfficiencies were calculated for 10 different stably transfected cell lines displaying detectable  
  DSB-induced HR.
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intermolecular crossover (23) and 
about 33 bp in yeast for meganu-
clease-induced repeat recombi-
nation (12). A higher value has 
been found in mammalian cells 
(14,24), although for sponta-
neous recombination. Our results 
fit the yeast and bacteria data; 
at the lowest homology length 
tested (15 bp), recombination is 
simply not detected, and between 
15 bp and 70 bp, the efficiency 
rapidly increases. However, the 
similarity with other studies 
remains limited, for at lengths 
of homology greater than 70 bp, 
the increase of efficiency slows 
down to finally level out at 700 
bp. Similar results have been 
observed in yeast, with DSB-
induced HR of direct repeats. In 
this study, recombination levels 
reached a plateau by 400 bp of 
homology. Thus, in contrast with 
other kinds of recombination 
events, meganuclease-induced 
SSA requires only a few hundred 
base pairs of homology for 
maximum or near-maximum 
efficiency. 

Impact of the Intervening 
Sequences

A second important parameter 
of DSB-induced HR between 
repeats is the distance between the 
two repeats. In yeast, the amount 
of intervening sequences between 
repeats was shown to affect the 
kinetics of the process. Indeed, 
SSA models feature 5′ to 3′ 
exonuclease activities that resect 
the DSB ends. In mammalian 
cells, precise monitoring of 
DSB resection has proven to be 
difficult, and the impact of inter-
vening sequences remains to be 
demonstrated. Thus, a second 
set of plasmids were constructed 
containing one I-SceI site and 
direct repeats of 220 bp separated 
by intervening sequences of 
increasing size (Figure 4A). 
When these plasmids were 
cotransfected into CHO cells with 
an I-SceI expressing vector, the 
recombination efficiency dropped 
rapidly as the size of the insert 

Figure 2. I-SceI-induced recombination of direct repeats of various sizes on extrachromosomal substrates. 
(A) Reporter system. The LagoZ gene is under the control of the elongation factor 1-α (EF1α) promoter. In the 
reporter system, LagoZ is inactivated by an internal duplication (boxed arrow) and the insertion of an I-SceI 
cleavage site. I-SceI-induced double-strand break (DSB) initiates tandem repeat recombination, resulting in a 
functional LagoZ gene. (B) Recombination efficiency of extrachromosomal substrates as a function of homology 
length, in the presence (circles) and absence (squares) of I-SceI, was tested by β-galactosidase activity assay. (C) 
Recombination of extrachromosomal substrates monitored by 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-d-galactopyranoside 
(X-gal) staining. Recombination was tested in the presence and absence of I-SceI with the constructs containing 
70 and 220 bp duplications. 
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increased (Figure 4B). Ultimately, the 
presence of a 3-kb insertion resulted in 
the complete loss of the HR efficiency, 
which cannot be distinguished from 
the background recombination. This 
inhibitory effect was independent of the 
I-SceI site position in the intervening 
sequence.

It is noteworthy that other studies 
(18,25) found high DSB-induced HR 
between direct repeats separated by 
more than 1 kb. However, in these 
works, the DSB is made within one 
of the two repeats. Thus, the DNA 
resection should immediately reveal 
two strands homologous to the 
uncleaved copy. Therefore, recombi-

nation can occur by gene conversion, 
which should no longer depend on the 
size of the intervening sequence. Never-
theless, our results show a strong inhib-
itory effect of intervening sequences on 
direct repeat recombination induced by 
a DSB between repeats.

Impact of the Number and 
Distribution of I-SceI Sites

Our results fit current models of 
SSA recombination, involving exonu-
cleolytic degradation as a limiting 
step. However, it could also fit a simple 
physical model, in which adjacent 
repeats recombine better just because 
they have a better chance of finding 

each other after cleavage. The inhib-
itory effect of the intervening sequence 
could be predicted by the SSA model, 
and perhaps NHEJ competes with the 
SSA mechanism during exonucleo-
lytic degradation. To address these 
hypotheses, we decided to determine 
whether flanking the intervening 
sequences with I-SceI sites would 
alleviate their inhibitory effect, and a 
novel series of reporters, described in 
Figure 4A, was built. If DNA degra-
dation is the limiting step, bulk excision 
of the insert would bypass the extensive 
resection step and restore a higher 
level of recombination. This is indeed 
the case, and as shown in Figure 4B, 
recombination levels were found to be 
virtually independent on the size of the 
insertion. The recombination frequency 
was found to be constant with up to 
10 kb of intervening sequence. These 
results confirm the involvement of a 
resection step. The negative impact of 
intervening sequences has important 
technological consequences; most 
applications of DSB-induced HR aim 
to remove intervening sequences, 
usually more than 1 kb. This means 
that in most cases, the conditions are 
suboptimal. Our results show that for 
optimization, it is better to surround the 
insert with two I-SceI sites. 

Meganucleases as a Tool for the 
Excision of Chromosomal Sequences 
in Mammalian Cells

Meganucleases have already been 
shown to promote sequence deletions 
in mammalian cells (18). In a recent 
study in tobacco, direct repeat recom-
bination was used to remove a large 
insert surrounded by two I-SceI sites 
(19). To investigate the process on a 
larger scale in mammalian cells, we 
used a construct carrying a 2.8-kb insert 
flanked by two I-SceI sites to establish 
stably transfected cell lines. Twenty-
five clones showing detectable levels 
of DSB-induced HR were selected. 
The calculation of the recombination 
efficiency revealed that relatively high 
levels could be easily reached, demon-
strating that DSB-induced HR can be 
used to trigger the excision of large 
chromosomal sequences efficiently in 
mammalian cells in a wide range of 
chromosomal loci.

Figure 3. Recombination of chromosomal substrates with direct repeats of 70 and 220 bp. (A) 
Recombination was tested by 5-bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-β-d-galactopyranoside (X-gal) staining 
in the presence (+) and absence (-) of I-SceI, with the constructs containing 70 and 220 bp duplica-
tions. (B) Recombination was monitored at the DNA level by PCR amplification of the duplicated re-
gion. The analysis was performed with one cell line stably transformed with the reporter bearing the 
70 or 220 bp repeats (left panel and right panel respectively). NR, nonrecombined band (including 
the duplication and the cleavage sites); R, recombined band, corresponding to the same region with-
out duplication and cleavage sites. PCR was performed on genomic DNA after transfection with an 
I-SceI-expressing vector (lanes 1, 2, 10, and 11) or a control vector (lanes 3 and 12) or on genom-
ic DNA of nontransfected cells (lanes 4 and 13). Controls were (i) lacking DNA (lanes 5 and 14);  
(ii) amplification of reporter plasmid DNA (lanes 6, 15, and 16); or (iii) functional LagoZ plasmid 
DNA (lanes 7 and 17). Lanes 8 and 9 are molecular weight markers (Smart Ladder, small fragment; 
Eurogentech, Seraing, Belgium). An additional band, between R and NR, appears in all controls and 
should be considered as a PCR artifact.
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From a technological point of view, 
a deletion process based on SSA has a 
distinct advantage over methods based 
on Cre/Lox or cognate systems such as 
FLP/FRT or Rs/Rx. These systems rely 
on site-specific recombination between 
specific target sites. Therefore, they 
leave at least one copy of the Lox, FRT, 
or other analogous foreign sequences 
in the deletion locus. In contrast, 
DSB-induced HR of direct repeats will 
delete the meganuclease cleavage site 
and leave a scarless DNA (see Figure 
1), provided the repeat is made by 
duplication of part of a sequence that 
is not to be removed. Considering the 
improvements suggested by this work, 
DSB-induced HR can be unambigu-
ously identified as a very powerful 

genomic tool for many applications, 
including marker excision.
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